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Synopsis

Stone Barrington is a New York City lawyer who is known for his quick wit
and sharp intellect. In Hot Mahogany, Stone is hired to represent a wealthy
art collector who has been accused of stealing a valuable painting. Stone
soon discovers that the case is more complicated than it seems, and he is
quickly drawn into a dangerous world of art theft, murder, and intrigue.

As Stone investigates the case, he uncovers a plot that reaches the highest
levels of power. He must use all of his skills and resources to stay one step
ahead of his enemies and protect his client. Along the way, Stone finds
himself falling for a beautiful woman who may or may not be involved in the
plot.

Hot Mahogany is a fast-paced and suspenseful thriller that will keep
readers on the edge of their seats from beginning to end. Stuart Woods has
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crafted a complex and engaging story that is sure to entertain and intrigue
readers of all ages.

Review

Hot Mahogany is a well-written and entertaining thriller that is sure to
please fans of Stuart Woods and the Stone Barrington series. The novel is
full of suspense, intrigue, and romance, and it features a cast of well-
developed and memorable characters. Woods does a great job of keeping
the reader guessing until the very end, and he provides a satisfying to the
story.

If you are looking for a fast-paced and exciting thriller, then Hot Mahogany
is definitely worth checking out.

About the Author

Stuart Woods is the author of over 80 books, including the popular Stone
Barrington series. Woods has been praised for his ability to create
suspenseful and entertaining stories that appeal to a wide range of readers.
He is a master of the thriller genre, and his books have been translated into
over 30 languages.

Woods was born in Manchester, Georgia, and he grew up in Waycross,
Georgia. He attended the University of Georgia and Mercer University, and
he served in the United States Army. After his military service, Woods
worked as a journalist and a public relations executive. He began writing
fiction in the late 1970s, and his first novel, Chiefs, was published in 1981.

Woods is a prolific writer, and he has published several books each year for
the past few decades. He is a member of the Mystery Writers of America



and the International Thriller Writers Association. He has won numerous
awards for his work, including the Edgar Award and the Thriller Award.
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Moving to Costa Rica With Kids: A
Comprehensive Guide for Families
Costa Rica is a beautiful country with a lot to offer families. From its
stunning beaches and lush rainforests to its friendly people and...
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Travels in False Binary: Exploring the
Complexities of Gender Fluidity and Identity
In a world rigidly divided into male and female, those who defy these
binary categories often find themselves navigating a complex and often...
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